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I say with knowledge that but for the consent Mr. Spel
to the proposal of Mr. Galt, who represented
especially the Protestants of Quebec, and but for TEnglish]
the assent of that conference to the proposal of At ene e
Mr. Galt, that in the Confederation Act should be
embodied a clause which would protect the rights
of minorities, whether Catholies or Protestants,
in this country there would have been no Con-
federation . . . . It is significant that for the clause
protecting minorities the measure of Confedera- The heu
tien would not have been accomplished. [Translatic
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The second task of a Department of Edu- municipal
-Grants incation and Culture would be to co-ordinate erganizaîi

the numerous federal projects related to cul- Mr. Speî
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The federal government is spending several
million dollars every year in the fields of massive $4
culture and education. prove educ

Last year I put on the order paper the Here is v
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Question No. 564. In ah tha
In each year since 1960, what have been the state and c

total amounts expended by the federal govern- assistance d
ment, including per capita grants, in assistance to pregrams lv
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the departments for the sole province of New there is a Nfer ail aduy
Brunswick during 1964-1965.

Citizenship and Immigration
Finance
Fisheries
Labour
Health-
Technical training for

workers
Grants for training
Health and amateur sport
Veterans Affairs

Total

$ 246,847.00
1,234,000.00

8,009.00
3,984,270.00

286,089.00
9,728.00

11,600.00
45,599.00

$5,826,142.00
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ker, in his message to Congress on
, 1965, the President of the United
. Lyndon B. Johnson, submitted a
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ces not mean federal control-as past
ave proven.
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marily a state function-but in the
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[Mr. Dubé.]


